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SENAKW + SQUAMISH NATION | Experience Program  

 

COMPANY INFORMATION             

Company Name:              

Office Address:              

Website:               

Company Contact:              

Industry/Service:               

Company Size (# staff):      Office Dress Code:       

Company Bio: 

 

 
Team/Culture Information: 

 

 
Indigenous Experience (projects/staff):  

 

 



OPPORTUNITY INFORMATION             

Opportunity Name:              

 

Position Type:    internship (paid)   permanent (paid) practicum (unpaid) 

Job Location:    in office    on site   virtual / remote 

Senakw Project Specific:     yes    no  

Vehicle Required:   yes    no 

 

Opportunity Length (initial period):            

Anticipated Start Date:              

Hours of Work:       Compensation Range (hourly):     

Opportunity Description:  

 

 
Required Qualifications:  

 

 
Other Skills + Abilities (an asset, but not required): 

 

 
Future Career Outcomes / Pathways: 

 
 

 


	1: Reshape Infrastructure Strategies Ltd. (Reshape)
	2: 925-409 Granville St, Vancouver, BC  V6C 1T2
	3: www.reshapestrategies.com
	4: Gerard MacDonald and Alycia Felli (admin@reshapestrategies.com)
	5: Management Consulting - Low Carbon Energy Systems and Sustainability
	6: 7
	Office Dress Code: Casual
	Company Bio: We're passionate about energy and cities. One of our core competencies is low-carbon neighbourhood energy systems, which can include heating, cooling or power (also known as district energy and microgrids). We believe neighbourhood energy systems in dense urban areas are a critical tool for building resilient, equitable, prosperous and low-carbon communities.

These systems offer economies from scale and integration of different resources and users. They help tap energy sources not available, adequate or appropriate at individual building scales. They facilitate greater cross-sector synergies, for example between heating and power, or between energy and waste management. And a utility delivery model can mitigate the risks and higher costs of capital intensive, long-lived and technologically advanced infrastructure.
	TeamCulture Information: Reshape Strategies is an energy and infrastructure consultancy based in Vancouver, BC that works on building low carbon cities of the future across North America. We advise and support decision-makers in the design and development of energy and infrastructure projects. We study a project from many angles using our multi-disciplinary experience. We often act as translators between different disciplines and stakeholders: lawyers, engineers, planners, municipal politicians, utilities, regulators, and ordinary citizens. We make sure that everyone understands all the options so they can make the best decisions.

Our approach is very collaborative and often team-based. We have cultivated a global network of partners we can draw on for large or specialized assignments. We are a team of five senior consultant and one associate along with administrative and project coordination support.
	Indigenous Experience projectsstaff: The Senakw project has been Reshape's largest engagement with local First Nations. Acting as the sustainability advisors, Reshape has led the development of an environmental sustainability strategy for the development. The strategy, as described in the Senakw Sustainability Report, focuses on GHG emissions (Operational and Embodied), Water, Waste, and Transportation.
	undefined: Sustainability Coordination and Tracking Intern
	Opportunity Length initial period 1: 4 Months
	Opportunity Length initial period 2: Fall 2022
	Opportunity Length initial period 3: 20-25
	Compensation Range hourly: $25-$40
	Opportunity Description: Reshape is looking for an intern to help with the tracking and reporting of sustainability measures at Sen̓akw to verify that the actual design aligns with the proposed sustainability strategy. The successful candidate will work with the design team to explore further
optimizations in line with compliance mechanisms of the City of Vancouver and/or the Canada Green Building Council. The following tasks will be undertaken: (1) Tracking and annual reporting of the sustainability metrics for the Sen̓akw Development; (2) Research into sustainability optimizations that are being considered for the Sen̓akḵw Development; (3) Communication with the design team on integrating of sustainability optimizations in the Sen̓akḵw Development; (4) Communication with internal (First Nation) and external stakeholders (city, public, etc.) on the Sen̓akw Environmental Sustainability Strategy
	Required Qualifications: - Minimum high school diploma
- Experience with MS Office applications
- Strong organization and communication skills
- Graphic design experience is an asset
- Keen interest in energy, infrastructure, and/or sustainability
	Other Skills  Abilities an asset but not required: Interest in other related work, as opportunities to work with Reshape on other projects besides Sen̓akw may be available given the skills and competencies of the successful candidate.
	Future Career Outcomes  Pathways: Careers in the fields of...
- Sustainability
- Engineering
- Infrastructure / Energy
- Economics
- Management Consulting
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